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2016 Product Updates 
 

Early Update Guide  
 

TSpot / Just the Beginning 

The new TSpot (Turf-Spot-Play) rating has been received by our membership with overwhelming positive 

feedback. TSpot is a consistent live-longshot producer often scoring in the clutch of a tournament or 

exotic sequence. The TSpot concept is something we need to expand on further during 2016 updates and 

will start with an early release of Robot3 in December (2015) so that all our users can help to beta test the 

program and locate any bugs or problems.   
 

To read more about TSpot, check out the summer (2015) newsletters. 
  

TSpot was purposely designed with a thoroughly confusing and complex algorithm. Even though 100% of 

the construct information is revealed in the 2015 E-Book, the potential permutations of the all key ratings 

are nearly infinite. Even if the formula was presented verbatim in writing, it would require the user to 

create more than twenty individual spot plays to catch all the TSpot horses. All of this protects our users 

and the ROI going forward.    

 

All New for 2016  -- MSpot  (Maiden-Spot-Play) 

Our 2014 Seminar E-Book: "The Rookies" presented research on FTS (first time starters) and 2TS 

(second starters) in maiden events. They are the most challenging and difficult horses to handicap with 

confidence. Most horseplayers have problems with maiden races in general. Yet there are dozens of key 

factors that can highlight value plays and young horses that are ready to run big vs. their maiden field.  

All the high-ROI angles and winning combination spot plays will be woven into the MSpot.   
 

Maiden races have a far greater array of conditions than Turf races. They range from the cheapest maiden 

claimers running for $2500 tag at minor tracks to the blueblood MSW races at major tracks that lure 

future champions with purses in the $100,000 range. Maiden race at all distances from 2.0f to 10.0f these 

days on every surface. MSpot will find plays in all of them because it uses a sophisticated formula that 

combines dozens of different spot plays into one package. This makes it highly flexible for further 

filtering and targeting situations that you will be betting. For many of us, that will be live longshot plays 

with odds 8/1 and up, but MSpot will find high percentage low odds horses as well.   
 

MSpot will have its initial release in Robot3 starting in December (2015). You can test it and retrieve the 

plays right away. The early release is a group beta test to help me find any issues. All other HTR Software 

will be updated to highlight these horses on various screens with the January 2016 releases.   
 

Top-10 Lists 

MSpot is not the only addition to Robot3 for 2016. The old LearnX has been replaced with a far more 

user-friendly "Top-10 Lists" screen. Full details follow on the next few pages. This one is ideal for those 

of you that don't use the Robot for long term research or spot plays but want fast answers for more 

productive handicapping. I have removed the 'noise'' and useless information and the Top-10 lists and it 

will give you concise information about what is working best with any set of filters you provide. Use it 

for fast testing of specific track/distance/surface as you would a modeler or use it to find high-impact 

patterns and trends.  
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Researching with HTR 
 

Robot3 Update 2016     New!  Top-10 Lists 
 

Non-Robot Users  

Before we get into the nuts and bolts of the "Top-10 Lists", I want to address those of you that are not 

regular or determined Robot users. Perhaps you loathe long research tests and don't like statistical data 

analysis.  Maybe you have no interest in spot plays or having to learn how to extract them. That will not 

be a problem with the Top-10 lists. Now you have fast, efficient information with little effort, and no 

learning curve. So please keep reading, it will be worth your time to give Robot3 another shot with this 

new feature. Whether you are a regular or hard-core Robot3 user, the new option is a tremendous boost 

for tweaking and adjusting spot plays. 
 

Top-10 Lists Replace LearnX 

The older LearnX menu option was developed as a way of organizing the massive amount of data within 

the Robot framework. It listed various categories of factors that yielded the best or worst results. It had 

several statistical lists including ROI and Win% categories. 
 

LearnX had a major issue that eventually turned off most of us from using it. The lists included a lot of 

useless data and categories. For example, an ROI list might have shown (K)= 7 with a huge ROI while 

(K)=6 and (K)=8 had big losses. That result is almost certainly a fluke and due to a hot streak of longshots 

within a small sample. Other ratings had too many horses included, such as "3yr" or "Saturday" or 

"Female". These broad categories are "noise" and relatively worthless information. Later we produced the 

"ROI / Data Dump" which was a giant list of everything in Robot3 and it became the prime test output. 

But the "Dump" requires considerable data sifting with its huge matrix of information. Top-10 Lists are 

far less complicated. 
 

Subjective Item Selection or "No Noise (Clean Data)" 

To overhaul the LearnX and turn it into a highly useful list maker, I hand-picked the key data items that 

will be put on the lists. This means loads of relatively useless and redundant information ("noise") is 

removed from the mix during the Top-10 output. If needed, you can still see all of those by using the 

ROI/Data Dump.  
 

One of the important assets of a Top-10 List for handicapping is locating the most productive factors that 

typically relate to a single horse per race. Without question these are the top rankings for about 30 factors 

found in HTR. Examples: Fr1=1, PED=1, FC=1. If there is a high ROI or Win% among these top ranks, 

then we have a genuine grasp of knowledge for profits and winners going forward. The tradeoff is leaving 

out rankings 2,3,4...9 as they overpopulate the data and make it harder to interpret. There is never a 

misunderstanding with a top #1 rank.   
 

We also have dozens of key flags and markers within HTR that have a variable number of horses per race 

but are noted for productive ROI on their own or in combinations. Examples include "$$", Razor Sharp, 

TSpot, TJ=30%+, and PED=450+. These are included on the Top-10 Lists because they are easy to 

identify during your handicapping as they stick out when browsing the various screens within HTR 

software programs. 
 

Bottom line with the "Top-10 Lists": you get a lot of meat off the (HTR) bone. Yet you don't need a 

degree in statistical analysis to understand it. You'll instantly be provided with the critical elements that 

will make you money. 
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Researching with HTR 
 

Robot3 Updates 2016   /  New Top-10 Lists  User Guide 
 

Right Out of the Box 

It's easy to use this new feature by loading up Robot3 and clicking the [Top-10 Lists] menu button found 

at the top of the screen (replaces LearnX button). If you click it without setting any filters first, you'll be 

running an "all-burger" on all races. That's fine for general understanding and I list the 365-day "Tops" 

below. But normally you'll want to separate your data into smaller components. A single track is fine with 

the "Top-10s" as is a specific distance/surface or class level. Even better is to select a single factor for 

thorough analysis.    
 

There are six separate lists produced by the [Top-10 Lists] output.  We'll cover them individually.  
 

1. Top-10 ROI / 008-199 Plays 

2. Top-10 ROI / 200+ Plays 

3. Top-10 Win% / 008-199 Plays 

4. Top-10 Win% / 200+ Plays 

5. Top-10 Longshot Productivity 

6. Dirty Dozen / Bottom-12 lowest ROI producers 
 

Top-10 ROI 

Item (1) above. If your sample size is relatively small, and it often will be with single track tests, the first 

of the two ROI lists will help out. It only requires 8 plays to make the list and it won't get mixed in with 

larger play counts. Any result under 200 will appear on the first list and these ROI will often be much 

higher than the second group. List (2) is for more plentiful and even huge (all-burger) sample tests. In 

fact, if you run a large test with a lot of data, the (1) list may not appear if all of the factors reached the 

minimum 200 play count for list (2). These lists are sorted by the highest ROI in both cases.   

 
Top-10 Win%  

Item (3) above. As with ROI, small sample tests on Win% tend to produce better stats than larger 

samples. This is exactly what we are looking for with small samples: hot streaks, flukes, extreme success.  

With list (4) you are locating a trend and a pattern, but rarely will the ROI surpass 1.00 (break even) for 

the high win rates in large samples. Both are sorted by highest Win%. 

 
Top-10 Longshot Productivity   (8/1 Odds +) 

This is the primary list for those of you that are seeking longshot winners for tournament and exotic 

windfalls. The list is sorted by the factors that have the highest percentage of winners paying off at odds 

8/1 or more. The old LearnX "Bombs" list was almost useless because it listed by sheer number of 

longshot winners. This often meant the top factors were just high volume ratings such as "Geldings", 

"K=9" or "MCL". Now I have hand selected the factors and completely removed the useless information.  

This list displays only the high impact and useful longshot factors that you need to find price plays. 

 
Dirty Dozen / Bottom-12 Lowest ROI 

The final list presents the major money burners. The list is sorted by the lowest ROI. Sometimes these are 

obvious, such as "HTR=9" or "Bad Trainer", but also you will find other factors such as RS="F" (run 

style Front) that win their share of races but have surprisingly bad returns due to over-betting by the 

public. 
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Researching with HTR 
 

Robot3 Updates 2016   /  New Top-10 Lists   
 

I ran an 'all-burger' on every race from the period Nov.1, 2014 thru Oct. 31, 2015. I did not use any filters 

whatsoever (not even Purse $10,000+). The 365-day tally has over 42,000 races. The number of plays per 

each item exceeded 200 so there is no Top-10 list for the smaller play count categories (008-199 Plays).   

Below you'll see the results for 100% of N. American races. Some of the lists are cut to less than 10 items 

so it will fit on this page. 

 
Factor      Plays   Winners  Win  W+P  ITM    WROI  PROI  SROI   $AvgM   Longs  High  I.V. 

 

TOP-10 ROI / 200 or More Plays 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

           MSpot       05128   01030   20%  35%  48%    1.06  0.91  0.89   $10.4   13.1%   $123  1.70 

 TSpot       03179   00479   15%  28%  40%    1.01  0.91  0.86   $13.4   18.8%   $158  1.35 

 KAT 9       04483   01353   30%  48%  61%    0.94  0.91  0.91   $6.2    02.6%   $68   2.34 

 Fr1 Domina  03269   00866   26%  45%  59%    0.91  0.90  0.89   $6.8    04.3%   $104  1.92 

 Lone Kat6+  20509   06068   30%  48%  61%    0.91  0.89  0.89   $6.2    03.2%   $123  2.27 

 Yes=5+      03032   00510   17%  32%  45%    0.91  0.93  0.88   $10.8   13.7%   $85   1.38 

 Razor Shar  14760   02605   18%  32%  45%    0.90  0.85  0.84   $10.2   12.6%   $138  1.47 

 KAT 8       05742   01395   24%  41%  53%    0.90  0.88  0.86   $7.4    06.3%   $54   1.93 

 Lone Yes=3  16484   02740   17%  31%  45%    0.90  0.84  0.84   $10.8   13.4%   $123  1.31 

 KAT= 10     00715   00264   37%  56%  67%    0.89  0.95  0.90   $4.8    01.9%   $32   2.79 

 
Top-10  Win% 200 OR More Plays 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

HF          02193   01107   50%  73%  85%    0.89  0.91  0.94   $3.5    00.0%   $13   3.49 

K110+       16441   06301   38%  61%  75%    0.86  0.89  0.90   $4.5    00.1%   $30   2.76 

KAT= 10     00715   00264   37%  56%  67%    0.89  0.95  0.90   $4.8    01.9%   $32   2.79 

Favorites   44133   16175   37%  58%  72%    0.83  0.87  0.89   $4.5    00.0%   $12   2.86 

Proj New T  21925   07593   35%  56%  70%    0.87  0.88  0.90   $5.0    00.8%   $89   2.67 

Cr Dbl Fig  00679   00231   34%  54%  68%    0.81  0.83  0.87   $4.8    00.0%   $17   2.63 

Sys1=1      45477   14848   33%  53%  67%    0.85  0.87  0.88   $5.2    00.5%   $48   2.56 

AML=1       47694   15270   32%  53%  67%    0.82  0.85  0.87   $5.1    00.2%   $42   2.51 

K=1         42340   13352   32%  52%  67%    0.84  0.87  0.88   $5.3    00.6%   $48   2.46 

MLO=1       42327   13609   32%  53%  67%    0.80  0.84  0.86   $5.0    00.2%   $42   2.51 

 
Top-10  Longshot Productivity (8/1+ Odds) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 TSpot       03179   00479   15%  28%  40%    1.01  0.91  0.86   $13.4   18.8%   $158  1.35 

           Yes=5+      03032   00510   17%  32%  45%    0.91  0.93  0.88   $10.8   13.7%   $85   1.38  

 Lone Yes3+  16484   02740   17%  31%  45%    0.90  0.84  0.84   $10.8   13.4%   $123  1.31 

           MSpot       05128   01030   20%  35%  48%    1.06  0.91  0.89   $10.4   13.1%   $123  1.70 

 Razor Shar  14760   02605   18%  32%  45%    0.90  0.85  0.84   $10.2   12.6%   $138  1.47 

 5f Gate Wk  01247   00225   18%  33%  44%    0.87  0.89  0.86   $9.6    11.6%   $52   1.55 

 Claim Last  11394   02034   18%  33%  46%    0.86  0.83  0.81   $9.6    10.9%   $104  1.42 

 Fr1 60+     11675   02181   19%  34%  47%    0.87  0.86  0.85   $9.4    10.1%   $158  1.50 

 Fr1 Advant  11845   02453   21%  37%  50%    0.85  0.85  0.84   $8.2    07.3%   $104  1.59 

 
Dirty-Dozen  Lowest ROI 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

UL          14681   00206   01%  04%  08%    0.52  0.51  0.48   $74.6   96.1%   $225  0.14 

RS= R       20798   01561   08%  18%  30%    0.56  0.64  0.65   $14.9   21.8%   $209  0.62 

N#=4+       51156   02034   04%  10%  18%    0.58  0.59  0.58   $29.2   50.3%   $225  0.36 

HTR=9+      27297   00788   03%  07%  13%    0.58  0.59  0.57   $40.4   71.4%   $225  0.31 

Big Loser   27013   01731   06%  14%  22%    0.59  0.60  0.58   $18.4   29.7%   $198  0.54 

KAT 0       70624   02749   04%  10%  19%    0.59  0.61  0.61   $30.1   57.4%   $225  0.35 

K=9         28636   00635   02%  06%  10%    0.60  0.60  0.57   $54.2   89.3%   $225  0.24 

QP=0        37187   03230   09%  20%  32%    0.63  0.67  0.70   $14.5   22.1%   $209  0.72 

Bad T+J     11017   00822   07%  17%  29%    0.64  0.66  0.68   $17.2   26.0%   $213  0.62 

 
The Text and Printout of the Top-10 Report 

A nice aspect to the Top-10 Listings is that it displays in fixed-delimited raw text and you can edit, cut, 

paste, etc. It is done by highlighting the text with the mouse and then right-clicking to pop up the menu of 

text commands. That's what I did here; a cut & paste right from the printout. The Top-10 text is also 

fixed-width and that allows the user to easily copy or import it into another media, such as a word-

processor, spreadsheet, or PDF. As far as printing, it is just a basic output with no particular formatting or 

page-breaks.   
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Researching with HTR 
 

Robot3 Updates 2016   /  Top-10 List Q & A 
 

(Q) Why don't all of the data items from the Robot3 and "ROI / Data Dump" show up in the Top-10 
Lists?  A lot of stuff seems to be missing, including all the rank= 2. 
 

(A) The key to manageability with the lists is paring down the data to the ratings with the highest impact.  
When you see the printouts for the Top-10 you'll instantly recognize the vital material. Everything on the 
list is worthwhile and no more head-scratching over the statistics. There are about 700 distinct filters, 
ratings, rankings and angles to use within Robot3. I hand selected about 120 of those for the Top-10 lists.  
That means more than 500 items from Robot3 are not included. The majority of the missing are wide 
spectrum race type filters such as "State-Bred", "4up", and "Males" that have massive sample counts and 
are not useful for instant evaluation because they don't focus on handicapping factors. You have two 
options to gather the unused data items: (1) Run the ROI Dump, it has 100% of Robot3 data; (2) Set a 
common filter before running the Top-10. For example, it's easy to produce a report with "Geldings" + 
"4up" + "Claiming" and receive some amazing feedback on that category with the Top-10 Lists.  
 

(Q) What Specific Statistics Should I be Looking For on the Lists? 
 

(A)  ROI is easy to evaluate because profitable = 1.01 and above. You should always be on the hunt for 
ROI = 1.10 (+10% return) or greater. However, with large samples an ROI > 0.90 is perfectly worthwhile 
because it can be filtered further toward profitability.  Win% is more difficult to assess because a high win 
rate is not indicative of a winning horseplayer as ROI is the bottom line for money. However, when win 
rates exceed 30%, there is always hope because a win rate that high has very little downside going 
forward.   
 

The Longshot Productivity List should not be viewed strictly by statistics. What matters is the placing on 
the list itself. ROI and Win rates may not be high, but that doesn't matter with longshot betting and 
tournament plays. Overall test samples will be mixed with horses at odds lower than 8/1 that are of no 
interest and water down the Win% and ROI. The key to this list is focusing on a high hit rate only with 
horses at over 8/1 odds. The Dirty Dozen is easy to assess because an ROI below 0.70 (-30% loss or 
more) is a big money burner and needs to be filtered out of your spot plays and betting. 
  
(Q) Can the Top-10 Lists be used with Limited Data Samples? 
 

(A) Definitely. There are two small-data categories (ROI and Win% 008-199) that require just 8 plays to 
make the list. If you set filters for: AQU-inner 6.0D Non-Maiden only, for example, you'll get a very limited 
set of data, but the results may turn up something extreme. It is not uncommon for a test such as the 
above example to produce 60% winners or 2.00+ ROI with some factors. When it's hot it may stay hot.    
 

(Q) How Should a Tournament Player use the Top-10 List? 
 

(A) The "Longshot Productivity" category needs to be carefully evaluated by running multiple test 
samples. No tournament uses every track in the country, so 'all-burger' tests are not useful. Select the 
specific tracks in play for the contest and then filter further by Dirt, Turf, Maiden, non-Maiden, etc.. These 
tests will run very quickly and the information is critical feedback for HTR tourney players because you 
can test right up until the day before the first contest race.  
 

(Q) Will MSpot and TSpot Always Make the Top of the List with an "All-Burger" 
 

(A)  It is quite a challenge for any handicapping factor to produce a positive ROI in a 1-year test if there 
are over 1000 races in the sample. Right now, MSpot and TSpot make the top of the ROI list with over 
3000 plays per year each. But keep in mind that they are targeted spot plays with limited play counts. So 
it isn't equitable to compare them with something such as HTR=1 that finds a play in 100% of North 
American races. It is certainly possible to produce a positive ROI with HTR=1, but it will require 
considerable filtering and elimination to do it and that will force the play count down into the same range 
as MSpot and TSpot. 
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Researching with HTR 
 

Robot3 Update 2016 / New Filters 
 

On the next few pages is a list of the new filters found in the 2016 update and where they are located.   

All the new filters are highlighted in green in their respective modules within Robot3. We'll discuss some 

of these new filters in detail in the rest of this newsletter.   
 

Negatives Module 
 

 NO Fr1=1  

 NO PER=1 

 NO Top KAT (KAT=1) 
 

These three filters knock out the top rankings in Fr1, PER and KAT respectively. When used as positive 

filters all of these can produce excellent results on their own or in combination.  However, they also prove 

to be "ROI killers" in some tests. This is certainly due to over-betting by the public, not a reduced win 

rate.   
 

Fr1=1 is often associated with identified front-speed. HTR has dozens of useful and profitable 

methodologies that isolate Fr1=1 plays. But there are instances and situations that Fr1=1 is a "money 

burner" (low ROI) as well.  If that happens, you can eliminate them with this filter.   
 

PER=1 typically mirrors the public's perception of the horse with the best final time speed figure in the 

race. For that reason, the top ranked performance or speed play can be a big ROI loser despite a healthy 

win rate because bettors love to wager on the 'fastest horse' in the race. We know from experience that 

PER=1 is often associated with diminished returns and now you can take them out of the picture with this 

filter. 
 

Top KAT is often a "live" horse likely to improve. But sometimes they are quickly spotted by the public 

and insiders who bet heavily on them. This ruins the profit margin in some cases and you may want to 

leave them out of selected spot plays if they drag down the ROI. 
 

Let's isolate the ubiquitous HTR "$$" longshot plays and see how these three ratings affect the bottom 

line statistically. We'll test all races with purse $10,000+ with and without Fr1=1, PER=1 and Top KAT.  

 
All Races   Purse $10,000+ 

Item                 Plays     Win   WROI    AvgWin 
  

$$ + Fr1=1           15766     09%   0.83    $16.80 

$$ / NO Fr1=1        20188     11%   0.87    $15.50 
 

$$ + PER=1            6630     13%   0.84    $12.70 

$$ / NO PER=1        29324     09%   0.85    $18.10 

 

$$ + KAT=1           12423     14%   0.90    $13.00 

$$ / NO KAT=1        23531     08%   0.82    $20.30 

 

Analysis 
        

A mixed bag. Taking out Fr1=1 and PER=1 from $$ improves the ROI a bit. But removing KAT=1 is of 

no help. It will take some trial and error to locate a good use for these negative filters, but it should 

happen from time to time because all of these top ranks tend to be over-bet by the public and can ruin 

ROI. 
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Researching with HTR 
 

Robot3 Update 2016 / New Filters 
 

Connections Module 
 

 Jockey ROI+ 

 T+J ROI+ 
 

These two new ones complement the current TPG+ filter ( = Trainer ROI+). In all cases, these three 

isolate Trainer, Jockey or Trainer + Jockey that have an ROI of 0.96 or higher. This represents the top 

10% in terms of ROI production for a 365-day record.   
 

The Connections Module is used primarily to test individual Trainers, Jockeys and Sires. These extra 

filters now allow you to find all of the top ROI producers at once. As we have reported in the past 

regarding trainer and jockey statistics, there is a high volatility with forward results. This means that the 

majority of the (+) Trainer, Jockey or T&J will not continue to produce profitable returns overall. We'll 

test these in a future newsletter. 

 

Special / Systems Module 
 

 Bad KMS 
 

This one was added to balance the "No Bad KMS" filter already in that section. This allows the user to 

isolate horses from either side of the KMS coin. "Bad KMS" is relatively rare though. In order for a horse 

to become tagged with "Bad KMS" it must have a KMS rank of worse than 7th and a KMS eChart >= 

10.00 lengths.   

 

Special / Systems Module 
 

 Dirt to Turf   

 Turf to Dirt 

 Same T/D/S 
 

These three filters are useful if you want isolate horses for each of the following situations respectively. 
 

 The horse ran its last start on the Dirt (Fast or Wet) and is entered in a Turf race today. If the race 

is taken off the grass, this filter is moot.    
 

 The horse ran its last start on the Turf and is entered on Dirt today. If the Dirt track turns up 

"wet", the filter is still active. This is a favorite angle of mine for Stakes races as the previous 

Turf runners often have improved stamina.    
 

 If the horse ran at the same track as today, as well as the exact same Distance and Surface as 

today's race, this filter will find them. A change from Fast Dirt to Wet Dirt, or vice-versa, does 

not count. The surface condition must match exactly. 
 

Comments 

We have thoroughly tested all of the 'switch' filters in the past including surface switching, track changes, 

distance moves, and more. We have also tested the flip side of all of these including "Not Turf to Dirt", 

etc. The bottom line is decidedly neutral results in all cases with no clear positive or negative tilt. The 

ROI is usually in the 0.75 - 0.85 range and the I.V. is right around 1.00 which means there is no edge.  

Part of the problem is that the sampling is large and many races have multiple qualifiers. These angles are 

popular among horseplayers though and now you can crunch the numbers and maybe work out a spot 

play with them.  
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Handicapping with HTR 
 

Robot3 Update 2016 / New MSpot 
 

Special / Systems Module 
 

 MSpot 
 

TSpot was our first ‘multi-layered-spot-play' and it has been a remarkable power boost for finding live 

price plays in Turf races. MSpot does the same with Maiden races. The idea is to use a single marker that 

represent dozens of individual spot plays parameters. The details of the algorithm are not revealed on 

purpose. This will help with ROI longevity going forward.   
 

Even a serious data analyst with the exact same set of races and using Robot3 could never hope to 

reproduce TSpot or MSpot in a million tries. There is no secret to which factors are broadly effective with 

Turf or Maidens in HTR: examples include Fr1=1 (Sprints), Pedigree ratings and Razor Sharp fitness.  

But the complexity of combining the myriad of race conditions (age/gender/purse/distance/surface/..more) 

with the huge array of positive and negative HTR elements are what make it tough to decipher. 
 

Even myself as the developer of these ratings, I would probably not be able to eyeball a majority of 

Maiden or Turf races and predict which horses will be tagged with "MSpot" or "TSpot". There are just too 

many elements and pathways involved. This is good news for those of us that worry about ROI depletion 

going forward.   
 

The chart below compares MSpot and TSpot statistically.    

 
MSpot and TSpot Compared   365-Day Test  All Races 

Statistic              MSpot        TSpot 
 

Total Plays 1yr         5128         3179 
 

Win%                     20%          16% 

ITM%                     48%          41% 
 

I.V.                    1.70         1.35 
 

Win ROI                 1.06         1.02 

PLA ROI          0.91         0.92 
 

Longshot Grade            B+           A+ 

Spot Play Grade           A+           B+  
 

Analysis 
The 'Longshot Grade' and 'Spot Play Grade' are my subjective analysis of the impact of the rating when 

odds are 8/1 or more or for churning out profitable spot plays. Both MSpot and TSpot are highly 

productive with longshots. The tradeoff with hitting high priced winners is a low win rate in both cases.   

That's the paradox for handicappers these days though; we have to trade lower win percent for higher 

ROI. 
 

MSpot has considerably more plays in a year than TSpot, but that makes sense considering the greater 

volume of maiden races carded at all tracks on every distance and surface.  MSpot has a higher hit rate for 

both Win and ITM and the ROI is considerably better than TSpot. Those results are a function of the 

public's perception of maiden races vs. Turf racing. Most Turf races have quality fields and lots of race 

history for the entrants. Maiden races typically feature unknown youngsters and conventional speed and 

class handicapping may be useless with maiden fields. Identifying potential improvement is the key to 

maidens and that is why MSpot excels. 
 

The combo of MSpot + TSpot is rare (must be a maiden race on Turf) but there were 216 such plays in 

the 365-day test and they result in an ROI = 1.36!    
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Robot3 Update 2016 /  MSpot Q & A 

 
(Q) Does MSpot Work on All Types of Maiden Races? 
 

(A) Yes it does. From the lowest level maiden claimers at county fairs to the most expensive Kentucky-
breds that compete for $100,000 MSW purses at top tracks. All purse levels and claiming levels are fair 
game with MSpot. There are no restrictions except that the race must be a maiden race. There are no 
major weaknesses with race types as you'll find out when testing MSpot in Robot3. Profits turn up with all 
age levels, nearly every distance/surface category, either gender, State-Bred and even low purses (under 
$10,000). 

 
(Q) What about FTS? 
 

(A) First time starters are a huge challenge as they lose in droves. It’s very difficult to locate confident 
FTS bets at fair odds. MSpot finds a lot of live FTS at good prices and produces a winning ROI with 
thousands of plays.  Note that despite a positive ROI, the win rate for FTS tagged with MSpot is just 15%, 
which is far lower than the normal 20% for all MSpot plays. If you wish, you can exclude FTS from your 
MSpot plays and produce a higher ROI and Win rate without them.  

 
(Q) What About 2TS? 
 

(A) MSpot 365-day test with second timers finds a 10% profit (ROI = 1.10) with over 500 plays in a year.  
2TS are a valuable target for MSpot. 

 
(Q) Will MSpot be Included in Future HTR Software Programs? 
 

(A) Absolutely. It will usually be placed in the same columns as TSpot for fast reference.   

 
(Q) Are MSpot Plays Useful for Tournament Players? 
 

(A) Many MSpot horses are high odds, just as with TSpot. Luckily your fellow tournament players loathe 
maiden events because the races tend to have too many unknown entrants. Speed figures are often 
worthless with volatile lightly-raced youngsters. MSpot breaks through all the haze and mystery and finds 
live longshots in complex maiden races regardless of the composition of the field. Scoring with a longshot 
FTS or 2TS in a tournament will usually move you way up in the standings.   

 
(Q) How About MSpot with Favorites? 
 

(A) Favorites that are tagged with MSpot win a whopping 44% of their races. The Impact Value is off the 
chart at 3.53. The ROI is almost break-even and that indicates these MSpot maiden favorites are not 
severely over bet. There were 962 Favorites w/ MSpot during the most recent 365-day period. Of those, 
420 of them won and over 750 of them finished 1-2-3. ROI across the board was excellent because of the 
high hit rates. Now you have another tool for identifying a favorite that is tough to beat in a maiden race.  
Maybe even a single in the PickX. 

 
(Q) Sounds Like MSpot is Perfect for Spot Play Development? 
 

(A) With a sample size of over 5000 plays in a year, and an ROI that is already at +6% profit, the sky is 
the limit for MSpot filtering. You'll come up with some potent ROI returns.  More good news: when you 
test MSpot in Robot3 use only the two maiden categories (MCL, MSW) as it will speed up your testing 
time considerably. 
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Robot3 Update 2016 /  Robot3 2016 Summary of New Features 
 

This page summarizes the updated filters and options found in Robot3 for 2016 version. All of the new 
features are highlighted in green colors within the Robot3 screens. 
 

New Filters / Special - Systems Module 

 MSpot  Powerful combo spot play for maiden races, similar to TSpot concept 

 Dirt to Turf Horses switching from Dirt (wet or fast) last to Turf today 

 Turf to Dirt Horses switching from Turf last out to Dirt (wet or fast) today 

 Same T/D/S Horse racing on exact same track/distance/surface as last outing 

 Bad KMS Locates horses poorly rated and lowly ranked with KMS 
 

New Filters / Connections Module 

 Jockey+ Jockeys with ROI > 0.95 for the year 

 T+J+  Trainer + Jockey combos with ROI > 0.95 for a year 
 

New Filters / Negatives Module 

 NO Fr1=1 Eliminates horses top-ranked with Fr1 

 NO PER=1  Eliminates horses top-ranked with PER 

 NO Top KAT Eliminates horses top-ranked with KAT (KAT=1) 
 
Main Screen / New Report Options 

 Top-10 List Productive tool to quickly locate top ratings in HTR in several categories 

 Alpha Dump Complete listing of all ratings and stats in alphabetical order 
 
Spot Play Desktop 

 Added a second (#2) Save/Retrieve Spot Play (List) Button 

 Get All Plays / Spreadsheet View (see below) 
 
Notes on  "Spreadsheet View" / Get All My Plays 
 

 Designed for cut & paste to Excel or other spreadsheet software 

 More compact readout for quick viewing of spot plays and results for all users 
 

 Readout removes several columns and all symbolism ("$", "+", "*" etc.) to facilitate seamless 
import to a spreadsheet 

 

 Date listed at far left (instead of post-time) for long-term record keeping 
 

 Decimal readouts of MLO, AML, KLine, side-by-side 

 Decimal readouts of final tote Odds and Finish position (Results/Charts required) 
 

 Underlining and other separation lines removed from header 
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Software Updates 
Robot3 for 2016 is available as you read this. The early release is to give you a head 
start on the new MSpot rating and the highly productive Top-10 Lists. Please report any 
bugs or errors you may find when using the new Robot3. HTR2, MaxVel, Tour and 
HTR-Tablet will be updated in January 2016. 
 

Install Robot3 from the Subscriber Zone. If you need help, contact HTR webmaster 
John O. at his email = john.HTR@outlook.com 
 

Thank You and Happy New Year 2016 
On behalf of HTR webmaster John and the guys at Handicapper's Data Warehouse, we 
thank you for another successful year at HTR and hope you roll into a major winning 
streak during 2016! 

 
HTR   Handicapping Technology & Research 
Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR (1487) 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

  
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR 
Subscriber Zone around the 20th of alternate months.  Monthly subscribers can view the current 
PDF newsletter for no charge on-line.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 
library archives. 
 
Products and services from HTR 
HTR Unlimited Download $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 
HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 
Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current issue included with monthly subscription. Archived 
Newsletters (15 years) Located in the HTR-Library on our website. 
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